It is now clear that hybridization between species is much more common than previously 18 recognized. As a result, we now know that the genomes of many modern species, including our 19 own, are a patchwork of regions derived from past hybridization events. Increasingly researchers 20 are interested in disentangling which regions of the genome originated from each parental 21 species using local ancestry inference methods. Due to the diverse effects of admixture, this 22 interest is shared across disparate fields, from human genetics to research in ecology and 23 evolutionary biology. However, local ancestry inference methods are sensitive to a range of 24 biological and technical parameters which can impact accuracy. Here we present paired 25 simulation and ancestry inference pipelines, mixnmatch and ancestryinfer, to help researchers 26 plan and execute local ancestry inference studies. mixnmatch can simulate arbitrarily complex 27 demographic histories in the parental and hybrid populations, selection on hybrids, and technical 28 variables such as coverage and contamination. ancestryinfer takes as input sequencing reads 29 from simulated or real individuals, and implements an efficient local ancestry inference pipeline. 30
Introduction 37 38
Since the advent of inexpensive whole genome sequencing, it has become increasingly 39 clear that hybridization is an important part of the evolutionary history of many species. This has 40 made methods to study hybridization fundamental tools in the fields of genetics and evolutionary 41 biology. In addition to methods for inferring the genome-wide history of admixture (Alexander, 42 Novembre, & Lange, 2009; Patterson et al., 2012; Pritchard, Stephens, & Donnelly, 2000) , 43
researchers have recently taken advantage of methods that make it possible to infer ancestry at a 44 small spatial scale along the genome (i.e. "local ancestry inference"). Originally applied to study 45 genetic diseases in humans (Hoggart, Particularly popular among local ancestry inference methods are methods that use a 52 hidden Markov model (HMM) to infer ancestry as a hidden state based on observations of 53 genotypes or sequencing read counts. For autosomal loci in diploid individuals, there are three 54 possible ancestry states (homozygous parent species 1, homozygous parent species 2, and 55 heterozygous for the two ancestries). Ancestry HMMs allow the probability of a given local 56 ancestry state to be modeled as a function of the observed data in the region, the ancestry state 57 probability at the previous site, and the recombination distance between adjacent ancestry 58 informative sites, among other possible parameters. The output of these methods is typically 59 posterior probabilities for each possible ancestry state at each ancestry informative site along the 60 chromosome (Alexander et al., 2009; Andolfatto et al., 2011; Corbett-Detig & Nielsen, 2017) . 61
As local ancestry methods have been applied in more and more species (e.g. Cande, 62 Andolfatto, Prud'homme, Stern, & Gompel, 2012; R. Li et al., 2018; Sankararaman et al., 2014; 63 Medina, Thornlow, Nielsen, & Corbett-Detig, 2018), this typically requires the development of 68 custom computational pipelines. As a result, many studies do not evaluate the expected 69 performance of local ancestry inference methods and use default parameter sets. 70
While the majority of tools for local ancestry inference report performance under 71 parameters relevant to human populations (e.g. Maples, Gravel, Kenny, & Bustamante, 2013) , 72 these tools are being applied much more broadly. This is concerning because local ancestry 73 inference approaches that perform well in one context may perform poorly in others, as their 74 performance is sensitive to a number of biological and technical variables (Medina et al., 2018; 75 Sankararaman et al., 2014; Schumer, Cui, Rosenthal, & Andolfatto, 2016) . Because of the 76 importance of accurate local ancestry inference in evolutionary biology and genetics, simulation 77 tools that allow researchers to systematically evaluate their accuracy and common biases are 78 needed. 79
Here, we present a hybrid genome simulation pipeline called mixnmatch that can be used 80 to evaluate the accuracy of local ancestry inference under a range of biological and technical 81 parameters. Our pipeline builds on previous simulation tools developed by us and others to 82 implement flexible demographic simulations in both ancestral parental populations and hybrid 83 populations. Species-specific genetic parameters, including base composition and local 84 recombination rates, can be incorporated into simulations. Users also specify a number of 85 technical parameters that impact accuracy, including sequencing depth, sequencing error, and 86 cross-contamination rates. 87
In addition to simulating admixed genomes with mixnmatch, we provide a paired pipeline 88 called ancestryinfer that implements local ancestry inference on real or simulated data. This 89 pipeline builds off of a previously published HMM (AncestryHMM; Corbett-Detig & Nielsen, 90 2017) and includes several features that seamlessly integrate its use with raw sequence data, 91 automating and parallelizing steps from mapping Illumina reads to the output of posterior 92 probabilities for ancestry states. Moreover, both pipelines are user-friendly, with parameters 93 defined in a text-editable configuration file and automated and docker-based installation options. 94
Together, mixnmatch and ancestryinfer will make it feasible for users to perform sophisticated 95 simulations to predict accuracy and apply the same approaches when analyzing their data. The overall structure of mixnmatch is described in Figure 1 and in more detail in Figure  103 S1. First, the pipeline simulates parental haplotypes, either using user-provided genomes or the 104 coalescent simulator macs (Chen, Marjoram, & Wall, 2009 ), which allows for simulations of 105 complex population history ( Figure S1 ; Supporting Information 1). With macs-based 106 simulations, users can still provide one of the parental genomes for use as a base sequence 107 ( Figure S1 ). 108
Next, ancestry tract lengths for hybrid individuals are generated with SELAM (Corbett-109 Detig & Jones, 2016), using information about the admixture proportion, demographic history of 110 the hybrid population, and number of generations since initial admixture. Based on these tract 111 lengths, hybrid genomes are constructed from previously simulated parental haplotypes. For each 112 individual, reads are generated at user-specified lengths and depth using the wgsim program (H. 113 Li, 2011) . If desired, users can simulate cross-contamination between samples during read 114 generation. Together, these features of mixnmatch allow for simulation of experimental design 115 choices and the history of both the parental and hybrid population populations, making it a 116 powerful tool for studies of hybridization. 117
Output files produced by the mixnmatch simulator include fastq and fasta files for each 118 individual, a bed file indicating true ancestry along the simulated chromosome, and all necessary 119 files for running an efficient local ancestry inference HMM, implemented through our associated 120 pipeline, ancestryinfer (Table S1 ). After running local ancestry inference with ancestryinfer, 121 users can evaluate the performance of local ancestry inference with a provided script that 122 summarizes accuracy by comparing inferred versus true ancestry at each ancestry informative 123 site. 124 Instructions for setting parameters can be found in the mixnmatch and ancestryinfer user manuals 133 (see Appendix 1-2). mixnmatch and ancestryinfer can be parallelized with a SLURM resource 134 management system (Appendix 1-2) and the non-parallel version can be run any Linux system or 135 on Mac operating systems. 136 137
Simulation of parental haplotypes and definition of ancestry informative sites 138 139
Generating parental haplotypes is the first step in mixnmatch simulations ( Figure S1 ). An 140 important feature of mixnmatch is the ability to simulate demographic history. This is crucial 141 because the population history of each parental species will influence genetic diversity and the 142 extent of background linkage disequilibrium within species, as well as divergence between 143 species, all of which can impact accuracy in local ancestry inference. To model this, users 144 provide a macs command (Chen, Marjoram, & Wall, 2009) describing the demographic history 145 of the two parental species in the configuration file. mixnmatch executes this command and 146 converts the macs output to nucleotide sequences using the seq-gen program (Rambaut & 147 Grassly, 1997). Users can optionally provide species-specific base composition and 148 transition/transversion ratios in the configuration file, as well as a local recombination map. If 149 provided, this recombination map will be used in the macs simulations of parental haplotypes 150 and in generating hybrid ancestry tracts (see Simulation of hybrid genomes). 151
One of these simulated sequences from each parental population is set aside as to be used 152 as the reference sequence. The remaining haplotypes are then used to define ancestry informative 153 markers and are later used to generate hybrid chromosomes (see Simulation of hybrid genomes 154 below). Ancestry informative markers are defined as highly differentiated markers among a 155 randomly selected subset of the simulated parental haplotypes. Users specify the required 156 frequency difference between species and the number of parental haplotypes to use to evaluate 157 this in the configuration file. We note that the appropriate choices for these values will depend 158 on the level of divergence and shared polymorphisms between species; users can rely on 7 simulations to explore these parameters. Together, these steps model the impacts of demographic 161 history on the number and distribution of ancestry informative sites, as well as the process 162 researchers typically follow in identifying them. 163
164
Other options for parental haplotype generation 165 166 Although the method of haplotype generation described above incorporates demography, 167 recombination, and incomplete lineage sorting in the parental species, it lacks other complexities 168 of real genome sequences such as repetitive elements and local variation in base composition. To 169 accommodate these additional challenges, we allow users to provide an ancestral sequence to 170 which simulated mutations are added. This option incorporates features of real sequences while 171 modeling mutations and ancestral recombination events using a coalescent framework. 172
Another biological variable that can impact accuracy in ancestry HMMs is drift between 173 the reference panel used to define ancestry informative sites and the populations that actually 174 contributed to the hybridization event. Users can tell mixnmatch to allow drift between the 175 source population and the population used to define ancestry informative sites (using macs). If 176 users choose this option, ancestry informative sites are defined based on the drifted parental 177 population instead of the hybridizing parental population. This generates realistic allele 178 frequency differences between the reference and source parental populations, as well as 179 covariance in allele frequency differences due to linkage. In real data, this could contribute to 180 errors in downstream analysis. 181
We also provide an option for using mixnmatch with the exact reference genomes and 182 ancestry informative sites that users plan to rely upon in their experiments. Instead of a macs 183 command describing parental population history, this option takes the two parental reference 184 genomes and a number of population genetic parameters as input ( Figure S1 ). This approach is 185 described in Supporting Information 1 (see also Schumer et al., 2016) . Although this option has 186 some limitations that should be considered (Supporting Information 1), it allows users to 187 evaluate performance on species-specific reference genomes and ancestry informative sites. The final output of mixnmatch includes all of the files needed for running our paired 218 pipeline for local ancestry inference, ancestryinfer, as well as files needed for other local 219 ancestry inference tools. These include simulated reference genomes, ancestry informative sites 220 and counts for each allele in the parental reference panel, simulated Illumina reads, and bed One possible shortcoming of our approach for generating hybrid haplotypes is that it does 223 not model coalescence among samples after admixture, which could generate errors in local 224 ancestry inference not captured by our simulation approach. This is most likely to impact 225 simulations of very small populations or ancient admixture (Corbett-Detig & Nielsen, 2017). We 226 also note that the number of parental haplotypes used to generate the hybrid chromosomes is 227 determined by the total number of parental haplotypes users choose to simulate. Simulating 228 fewer parental haplotypes will decrease mixnmatch runtime, but users should ensure that the total 229 number of parental haplotypes simulated captures most of the genetic variation within the 230 parental populations (e.g. Figure S2 ; Watterson, 1975) . Using mixnmatch and ancestryinfer, we next tested the accuracy of local ancestry 276 inference with simulated data under a range of biological and technical scenarios. For these 277 simulations, we started with a base parameter set (Table S2) between the parental species of 0.5%. We used the first 10 Mb of chromosome 1 from the 282 swordtail fish species Xiphophorus birchmanni as the ancestral sequence, and provided We simulated 100 parental haplotypes for each species, which will capture the majority of 285 parental polymorphisms segregating in these populations ( Figure S2 ; Watterson, 1975) . We 286 sampled 20 parental haplotypes from both species to define ancestry informative sites and 287 required a frequency difference of 95% between species for a site to be treated as ancestry 288 informative. A complete description of these simulations can be found in Supporting Information 289 4. For this set of parameters, the pipeline required a total of 0.66 CPU hours and was run with 96 290
Gb of memory for the sequence generation step and 64 Gb of memory for the hybrid genome 291 simulation step. Simulations were performed on Dell C6420 servers on Stanford's Sherlock High 292
Performance Computing cluster. 293
In simulations with this parameter set, accuracy of local ancestry inference was high, 294
with estimated error rates of <0.5% per ancestry informative site ( Figure S4 ). As expected, 295 shorter ancestry tracts have higher per-basepair error rates ( Figure S4 ). Because tract lengths 296 often differ systematically across the genome and in particular around selected sites (Sedghifar, To understand what biological and technical variables impact accuracy in local ancestry 304 inference, we next modified individual parameters in turn. Below we summarize the scenarios 305 we tested that had the greatest impact on accuracy. A full description of our simulations can be 306 found in Supporting Information 4. 307 Intuitively, with increasing divergence between species, there will be more ancestry 308 informative sites. This is predicted to result in more accurate local ancestry inference. To 309 evaluate this, we performed simulations varying pairwise divergence between the hybridizing 310 species from 0.25% to 1%. We note that these simulations focus on deeper divergence than what 311 has been considered in previous work As the time since initial admixture increases, recombination events in each generation 318 split haplotypes of a given ancestry into smaller and smaller pieces. Since these short tracts will 319 contain fewer ancestry informative sites, this leads to the prediction that local ancestry inference 320 will be more accurate in populations that have hybridized recently, which is indeed what we 321 observed ( Figure 2) . 322
Following a similar logic, skewed admixture proportions are expected to reduce accuracy 323 of ancestry inference in tracts derived from the "minor" parental species (i.e. the parental species 324 that contributed less to the initial hybridization event). This is because only recombination events 325 that occur in regions heterozygous for ancestry from the two parent species are detectable with 326 ancestry HMMs, and minor parent haplotypes are more frequently found in this state (Gravel, 327 2012) . As expected, we observe that the accuracy of local ancestry inference within minor parent 328 tracts is reduced in simulations with skewed initial admixture proportions ( Figure S6 ). 329
Ideally, reference panels for defining ancestry informative sites should be derived from 330 the same parental populations that contributed to the admixture event. In practice, this is often 331 not possible since source populations may no longer exist, may be unknown, or may themselves 332 be admixed, making it more sensible to use allopatric populations for a reference panel. 333
However, such populations are also expected to have some level of genetic drift from the 334 admixing populations, which could impact accuracy. In mixnmatch this can be modeled by 335 adding drift to the simulation and specifying which populations to use in defining ancestry 336 informative sites. 337
To investigate the impact of using reference panels with drift from the hybridizing 338 populations, we used mixnmatch to simulate two additional populations that split from the 339 parental source populations before hybridization and treated these populations as the reference 340 panel (0.4-3Ne generations ago in different simulations, with initial divergence between species 341 occurring 8Ne generations ago; Supporting Information 4). We found that accuracy substantially 342 decreased with increasing drift between the reference population and the source parental 343 populations ( Figure 2) . Notably, this can be partially remediated by increasing the required 344 frequency difference between the parental populations when defining ancestry informative sites A common decision that researchers make is how much coverage to collect per sample. 347
Intuitively, early generation hybrids will require less data to accurately infer local ancestry than 348 later generation hybrids because of differences in the distribution of ancestry tract lengths. We 349 simulated genome-wide coverage between 0.05-0.5X with mixnmatch (Supporting information 350 4). As expected, increased coverage improved accuracy but our results also suggested that 351 beyond a certain level of coverage, improvements in accuracy plateau (Figure 2 ). However, 352
higher coverage continued to improve the resolution of the locations of ancestry transitions 353 ( Figure S7) . 354
In general, we find that the HMM implemented in ancestryinfer Nielsen, 2017) is not particularly sensitive to user-provided priors for admixture time or 356 admixture proportion, but is somewhat sensitive to recombination rate priors (Supporting 357 Information 4). Providing a local recombination prior in ancestryinfer modestly increases 358 accuracy when the recombination map does not contain errors ( Figure S8 ). However, in practice 359 recombination maps will contain errors that depend on the method used for map construction 360 among other factors (Supporting Information 4). With moderate levels of error in map inference 361 our simulations suggest that users may benefit from providing a uniform recombination prior 362 ( Figure S8 may be suboptiomal for local ancestry inference applications. This is because overdispersion in 368 the spacing between sampled sites, coverage variation, and genealogical biases generated by 369 variants in restriction enzyme cut-sites introduced by this method could all reduce the accuracy 370 of local ancestry inference. To explore this, we generated reads in silico associated with a 371 commonly used enzyme in RAD (EcoRI) but otherwise performed simulations as described 372 above (Supporting Information 5). We found that in the case of ancestryinfer performance with 373 RAD data is poor ( Figure S9) , likely due to the reliance on fewer ancestry informative sites for 374 inference (Supporting Information 5). 375
Finally, although we focus on modeling accuracy under neutral demographic scenarios, To demonstrate the utility of ancestryinfer with real data, we applied it to data from F1 390 and F2 hybrids generated from crosses between the swordtail fish species X. birchmanni and X. 391 malinche. We constructed libraries using a tagmentation based library preparation protocol and 392 collected low coverage whole-genome sequence data for these libraries (~0.2X coverage per 393 individual, Supporting Information 7, Appendix 3). We used previously collected low-coverage 394 sequence data from 60 individuals of each parental species to estimate allele frequencies at 395 ancestry informative sites (Schumer et al., 2018) . 396
Illumina sequencing data from lab-generated hybrids was input into the ancestryinfer 397 pipeline to infer local ancestry along the 24 swordtail chromosomes (here 150 x 2 paired-end 398 data was used). We used the appropriate parameters for mixture proportion, generations since 399 mixture, and global recombination rate based on known information about the cross (see details 400
in Supporting Information 7). We converted posterior probabilities for a given ancestry state into 401 hard calls using a threshold of 0.9 and examined local patterns of ancestry in F1 and F2 hybrids. 402
We also summarized expected ancestry proportions, heterozygosity in ancestry, and the numbers 403 of observed ancestry transitions genome-wide ( Figure 3) . 404
We find that local and global ancestry patterns in F1 and F2 hybrids mirror expectations 405 for each cross type (Figure 3 We used the locations of observed ancestry transitions in 139 F2 hybrids that we 420 generated between X. birchmanni and X. malinche (at a posterior probability threshold of 0.9; 421 Supporting Information 7-8) to estimate the recombination rate in 5 Mb windows. We used a 422 large window size due to the spatial scale over which ancestry transitions were localized (lower 423 and upper 5% quantile of intervals genome-wide: 23 kb -667 kb) and because we expected the 424 resulting map to be relatively coarse, given a total of 4038 inferred crossovers genome-wide 425 (average 1.2 per individual per chromosome). 426
We compared inferred recombination rates in this F2 map to a linkage disequilibrium 427 based recombination map for X. birchmanni that we had previously generated (Schumer et al., 428 2018 ). As expected, we observed a strong correlation in estimated recombination rate between 429 the linkage disequilibrium based and crossover maps (R=0.82, Figure 4 With an increasing appreciation that hybridization is a common evolutionary process, 436 there has been renewed interest in local ancestry inference in the fields of genetics and 437 evolutionary biology. Accurate local ancestry information is important for applications from simulation tools that have been developed to model the impacts of biological and technical 440 variables on the accuracy of local ancestry inference. 441
We demonstrated the use of mixnmatch as a flexible tool to predict the accuracy of local 442 ancestry inference under a range of biological scenarios. As expected a prori, our simulations 443
show that the factors with the strongest impact on accuracy include the number of ancestry 444 informative sites that distinguish the hybridizing species, the length of the ancestry tracts 445 containing these sites, and the frequency at which sites are erroneously defined as ancestry 446 informative (either due to genetic drift or high levels of shared polymorphisms; Figure 2 ). We 447
show how mixnmatch can also help users make important decisions about their projects, such as 448 how much coverage to collect per hybrid individual and how many parental individuals to 449 sequence to define ancestry informative sites. 450 mixnmatch is primarily designed to allow users to explore demographic and technical 451 parameters that may influence the accuracy of local ancestry inference. However, because it uses 452 the SELAM program to generate ancestry tract lengths (Corbett-Detig & Jones, 2016), it is also 453 possible to implement natural selection during admixture ( Figure S10 ). This will allow users to 454 study the impacts of selection on local ancestry, ancestry junctions, and ancestry tract lengths. 455
We predict that this will be a useful feature of mixnmatch for the many research groups studying 456 selection after hybridization. 457
Simulated data from mixnmatch can be used to evaluate the accuracy of any ancestry 458 inference program. However, it is designed to pair seamlessly with the ancestryinfer pipeline we 459 describe here, which automates steps from read mapping to local ancestry inference. 460 ancestryinfer has excellent accuracy under a broad range of biological conditions, and is fast and 461 easy to use. 462 ancestryinfer is also intended to be an easy-to-use pipeline for local ancestry inference in 463 real data. We demonstrate an application of the ancestryinfer pipeline to real data by using it to 464 identify the locations of crossover events in X. birchmanni x X. malinche F2 hybrids ( Figure 3 pipelines. mixnmatch can be used to simulate hybrid data under user-specified parental and 490 hybrid demographic scenarios and under a range of technical parameters. A more detailed 491 description of the mixnmatch pipeline and its options is outlined in Figure S1 . Simulated 492
Illumina data output by mixnmatch can be input into our automated ancestry inference pipeline, 493
ancestryinfer, as can data from natural and artificial hybrids. The red box indicates the 494 haplotypes chosen from the parental species during mixnmatch to identify ancestry informative 495 sites that can later be used in ancestryinfer. Blue shading indicates tracts and reads derived from 496 parent species 1 and purple indicates tracts and reads derived from parent species 2. Red X's 497 mark reads that will be removed for not mapping uniquely to both parental genomes. 498 499 500 501 Figure 2 . A) Results of mixnmatch simulations evaluating accuracy under different biological 502 and technical parameters. All simulations start with the same basic parameter set (Table S2) ancestry results for simulated hybrids. Parameter used in this simulation were ~1X average 506 coverage, sequence divergence of 0.5%, within species polymorphism rates of 0.1%, 20 507 generations since initial admixture, and 35% of the genome derived from parent species 1. C) 508
Example local ancestry results for the first 10 Mb of chromosome 1 for X. birchmanni x X. 509 malinche hybrid individuals from the Chahuaco falls hybrid population, where per-base coverage 510 and inferred parameter values match those simulated in B. Note the qualitative similarities 511 between C and B in the number of ancestry transitions and the size of the ancestry tracts. In C 512 parent 2 alleles are those derived from the X. malinche parental species. 513 514 515 Figure 3 . Results of the ancestryinfer pipeline run on F1 (A) and F2 (B) hybrids generated 516 between X. birchmanni and X. malinche. A) As expected, we infer that F1 hybrids have precisely 517 50% of their genomes derived from each parental species and infer nearly 100% heterozygosity 518 at ancestry informative sites in these individuals. Example local ancestry plots for chromosome 1 519 for a subset of these F1 hybrids are also shown (right). B) Similarly, genome-wide ancestry 520 distributions and genome-wide ancestry heterozygosity in F2 hybrids follows predicted 521 distributions. Example local ancestry plots for chromosome 1 for a subset of these F2 hybrids are 522 also shown (right). 523 524 525 526 Figure 4 . Comparison of F2 crossover recombination map generated with ancestryinfer and 527 previously published linkage disequilibrium map from the X. birchmanni parental species. 528
Relative rates per 5 Mb window for both the linkage disequilibrium map (x-axis) and F2 map (y-529 axis) are shown by gray dots. The blue line shows the best fit regression line between the maps 530 (R 2 = 0.67) and the gray area shows the 95% confidence intervals. Simulations suggest that the 531 observed correlation is consistent with recombination rates being identical across the two maps 532 (Supporting Information 8). 533 0.000 0.005 0.010 0.015 0.020 0.000 0.005 0.010 0.015 0.020 LD map relative rate y = 1.001 x − 6.4547e-06 R 2 = 0.67159, p < 0.0001 Crossover map relative rate
